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BACKGROUND[1]
Hate speech is widespread both offline and online, motivated by intolerance and translated into

aggressive behaviours towards individuals and communities for inherent and identifying characteristics

(religion, gender, disability, sexual orientation, race and ethnicity). More precisely, as defined by the

supranational institutions, it refers to “all types of expression that incite, promote, spread or justify

violence, hatred or discrimination against a person or group of persons, or that denigrates them”,

covering “a range of hateful expressions which vary in their severity, the harm they cause and their

impact on members of particular groups in different contexts”[2]. While hate speech remains in the

verbal or communication sphere, it can – and often does – escalate into hate crime. It includes a broader

range of actions that contain a criminal component, from acts of intimidation and threats, property

damage, and assault, to murder or any other criminal offence[3].

The hate phenomena deeply affect individuals’ sense of security because of the hostile environment

created, along with undermining social cohesion due to the effects on entire communities, thus resulting

in “a failure to uphold core EU values”[4].

Furthermore, the online world demonstrated to be a fertile environment for spreading hate[5] (more

precisely hate speech) due to its peculiar features which amplify the harmful effects towards the targets

affecting individuals’ mental health, causing anxiety, psychological distress and depression[6].

Considering Islamophobia and anti-Muslim hatred, the varied forms of discriminatory behaviours remain

widespread in numerous States, reinforcing “a climate of exclusion, fear and distrust” where Muslims

suffer “stigma, shame and a sense that they belong to «suspect communities» that are being forced to

bear collective responsibility for the actions of a small minority”[7].

The discriminatory climate against Muslim people in the European context lies in the a priori association

between religious faith and nationality (and ethnicity), whereby Muslim people are perceived as

foreigners. The religion-nationality link is the first element to consider when referring to anti-Muslim

hatred and to understand the concept of intersectionality. Indeed, the popular narratives - widespread

online – promote the general idea that Islam (and thus Muslim people) is culturally distant and far from

the “Western World” (and its values), reinforcing the never-ending trend of the clash of civilization and

protracting the dissemination and, in this case, legitimation of hate.

From the results of the EU-co-funded project TRUST[8] Literature Review[9], the discrimination and hate

drivers that emerged are rooted in three events: 

1. The 9/11 terrorist attacks in the United States and the beginning of a new wave of jihadist attacks on

European soil in the following years; 

2. The birth of the so-called Islamic State in Syria and Iraq (ISIS) and the impact it has had on the

evolution of jihadist terrorism in Europe since 2014[10];
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3. The 2015 migration crisis in Europe and its challenges in several areas, such as the Balkans and the

Mediterranean Sea[11].

The socio-cultural consequences of the consolidation of these drivers have led to the perceived

distance, summarised with the dichotomy of us-them, where Muslim people represent the “foreigners

par excellence”, seen in the negative connotation as “barbarian” and “savage” as “not-Western”. This

connotation and perceived cultural distance lie in a specific stereotyped misconception, that is related to

Muslim women. Indeed, in the collective view, Muslim women serve as an obscurantist model contrary

to a progressive narrative on gender equality and women's rights[12], especially when wearing the veil,

which is seen as a constraint and not as a woman's choice. The gender component is relevant in these

narratives because they reiterate the idea that Muslim women cannot decide for themselves and thus

shall be protected and guided to a “better” way of life. Infantilizing and labelling them as weak,

oppressed by the male figures and their entire culture[13], results from the mere fact that they are

women: the narratives towards Muslim men are not the same; portraying women as oppressed and

needing to be freed and assisted, or educated, to the Western life (implicitly) indicates that Muslim men

are prohibitor despots, back to the rhetoric of the foreigner unable to adapt and integrate into global

societies.
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METHODOLOGY
This Report is the result of an OSINT research and analysis work, starting with the use of a single

keyword (fucking Muslims) translated or adapted in several languages (i.e., for the Spanish analysis

moros mierda and musulmanes mierda) inserted in the OSINT tool available for the EU-co-funded

project STAND-UP.

The choice of using only one keyword for the research and analysis derives from the intuition that those

accounts using fucking Muslims would have led to other potential keywords. Indeed, many other

keywords were found and could have been used to further analyse the hate phenomenon against Islam

and Muslims; however, the analysis focused merely on the first choice due to the considerable amount

of results obtained in all the languages selected: English, French, Spanish, Italian, German and

Scandinavian insights.

Together with the research of keywords or accounts, it is possible to search for hashtags (#keyword,

such as #britainfirst, #primerolosespañoles) and also symbols (State flags or the Islamic crescent).

However, it shall be noticed that the following symbols or hashtags lead to multiple intersectional topics

covering all the other issues that usually are radical and extremist wings and groups spread online. This

could cause a deviation from the focus of the research, and it is thus recommended to limit the search

effort to keywords.

Therefore, after having selected the keyword, it was considered more effective to set a time, to avoid an

unlimited number of results. Therefore, one year of online activity seemed appropriate to understand the

current trend of Islamophobia in the most used social media – X-Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram –

also considering the already existing and solid literature regarding this phenomenon. 

The selected period was thus from the 1st of January 2023 to the first weeks of February 2024.

Nonetheless, in analysing certain accounts considered riskier, a longer period was considered.

Moreover, at the beginning of the research, the idea was to include also the shift after the 7th of October

2023, to see if an escalation of hate actually happened. However, this hypothesis was set aside,

because the content, the tone, and the overall hate climate, have not been subjected to a consistent

change after the exacerbation of the Palestinian-Israeli conflict – at least not as far as the hate against

Muslims is concerned: those accounts and groups manifesting hate sentiments against Muslims

maintained the featuring narratives and aggressive attitude.

Therefore, the research proceeded with the use of the keyword in the selected language on the set time

limit. Once the platform provides its results, the analysis concerns the content itself of a singular post,

comment, image, channel, or blog, to the following attempt to find the account behind it. 
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Analysing the accounts allows to understand whether the linked profile(s) – or groups or pages – are

actually risky, in the sense that they could be dangerous (including in the offline reality), sharing a

massive amount of contents against Islam and Muslim people, and what networks they are inserted into. 

Both the risky and “non-risky” contents have been saved for research purposes: although those who

share Islamophobic messages would not directly harm Muslims in the offline world, it is important to

acknowledge the psychological harm of online hate.

ANALYSIS
The outcome of the online Muslim hatred climate is predictable and allows to confirm the research

background depicted in the first section: Muslims are still considered malicious people, foreigners in

every country outside the Middle East area because the core characteristic requires the association

“Muslim-Arab people” – there is no deeper thought regarding other Islamic groups. However, there are

indeed some differences and peculiarities that may be already delineated, as summarized in the

following table:
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It is interesting to notice the existence of certain linguistic hubs, although it was foreseeable to find

thousands of results in English, Spanish and French, it is also worth noticing the geographic areas

related to the languages, limiting it to the European region (by analysing deeply the accounts). What

may be considered surprising, is the relevance of Swedish as the linguistic hub for the northern area.

Indeed, the research and consequential analysis of the Scandinavian region were not planned at the

beginning of the work. Yet, an English text was found in a Telegram group where individuals wrote in

Swedish and Norwegian, leading to opening a project following that path and understanding the severe

online situation of that region. 

“Severe”, because of the high spread of hateful contents, especially on X-Twitter, and the absolute lack

of control. The following table shows the results obtained with the keywords selected. The red bells

indicate risky results, namely hateful contents or a significant number of contents with the keyword

selected shared by target accounts. It shows the total number of mentions found online during the

limited time indicated (January 2023 – beginning of February 2024).
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 The following table shows the potentially risky accounts found, namely those accounts sharing online a

considerable number of hateful contents against Islam and Muslim people, who follow pages or are part

of groups with the same values. 
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In addition, the graphs (link charts) allow to see the links among these accounts within pages, groups

and social “friends” or “followers”; in other words, it is possible to delineate the networks starting from a

single keyword.

The following graph, for instance, shows those accounts that have mentioned “islam” within the broad

network of accounts, pages and groups delineated through the English keyword “fucking Muslims”.

Facebook, X-Twitter, Telegram and Reddit profiles are visible.

Graphs, link chars, and networks are relevant to understanding the level of severity and risk in each

context analysed: if an X-Twitter account is considerably active online, it may be considered a risky

account. However, it is also relevant to analyse its network, how many followers or likes it has, to

delineate the actual level of severity.

Deeply analysing the target accounts, their networks within pages or groups, and the general presence

online, allowed to trace a clear framework of the individuals and groups behind those accounts. The

double face that the keyword analysis depicted shows what can be defined as a “structured network”

and the “free thoughts driven” hate allowed by the massive share of contents online. 
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The “structured network” path concerns those entities that are inscribed in a precise architecture that

covers blogs, social networks and chats (Telegram groups, Instagram pages, X-Twitter accounts) and

spreads hate online through them and other means (podcasts, articles, etc.). 

The blog shown below, Nordisk Radio, presents itself as part of the broader Nordfront and Nordic

Resistance Movement[14] neo-Nazi network. Analysing their contents (values and beliefs statement,

articles and podcast episodes[15]), the general message is that Muslims are not the “enemies” in their

fight to preserve their national – and racial – identity because the real “evil” is identified with Jewish

people[16] and everyone who does not share their “biological heritage”[17]. 
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However, considering the reclaimed racial nature of this network, and the prevention of “mass

immigration” in European countries, it also gathers a considerable number of individuals spreading

Muslim hatred in Telegram groups or on X-Twitter, such as in the Telegram group Nordfront's

independent chat group, where the following conversation was extracted:

- Name1: Psychiatrist now fully investigated and exposed by the investigation team at Psychs (thanks to
the Norwegian here who tipped me off about this psychiatrist, unfortunately I don't remember which of you
it was). https://www.psychsearch.net/jo-erik-broyn/. If anyone reading this has been subjected to or knows
of more cases of sexual abuse of children or adults, you can send a DM to me for investigation and
exposure.
- Name2: I have no pity for them either, I do not understand this fucking Palestine hugging. It's just as much
the left-wing whores as the Islamist goat fuckers that Sweden is fucked. The Jews are our enemies,
but they are not on our home planet remember that, they are not the ones raping our fucking
children and women, robbing our elderly, stealing our pension, and pissing on our police and
culture. It's the Muslims. It has always been the Muslims who have been a threat to the West. Ever
since the crusades. 
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Continuing on this path, other nationalist groups were found, such as Devenir Europeo[18],

ideologically aligned with their northern counterparts.

People realised then that we needed to do it, people just don't get it
now. We need a complete fucking cleansing of these bastards
from Europe before we can focus on anything else.. You can say
that the enemy of my enemy is my friend, until the Muslim bastard
rapes your wife and murders your child? Honestly, I'm glad the
Jews are killing them, less Muslims is the concept of a better
world. And after this war we can prosecute the Jews for war crimes.
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While the “structured networks” path appears more dangerous also in the offline reality due to its

nature, architecture and broadened coverage, the “free thoughts driven” may be assimilated with a

decontextualized or news-driven wave of sharing any hate contents online: from slurs against LGBT+

people to antisemitic posts and, it goes without saying, xenophobic and anti-Muslim hatred messages. 

And do you want to bring the Muslim in
here?
We are Catholics.
Let them go to the 45 Muslim countries,
where they believe that raping a Christian
woman is the will of their PEDOPHILE.
Fucking Allah!! 

What have you found unusual in my profile that has been closed for more than 2 months that I am
disgusted by all the Muslims and all this illegal shit that we have in our country. I have to like them,
it's not possible and I’m going to fight because I want to see my country clean again by starting to
eliminate all these shitty mosques that we have in our country. We are in Italy, we are not in Arab
shit, put it in your head once and for all.
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These examples show the online effect of maximising and echoing hate speech (and thus, the overall

hate climate): the aim is to spread hate intended as “freedom of speech and thought”, not merely by

targeting minorities, but more precisely by finding peers and consensus online. Most of the time,

especially on social media like Facebook, the “online friends” are less than 100, and the likes to hate

posts may reach 5, thus, the phenomenon remains in the limited circle of haters. However, hate

speech on other platforms, such as X-Twitter, spreading hate online is considerably more effective:

reposting and comments broaden the visibility of hate contents, reaching not only peer groups but also

the target.

Here, the “free thoughts driven” online hate

shows its double effect of gaining consensus

and affecting the targets, covering a broad space

and reaching the intensity and severity of the

“structured networks” hate. 

Both online hate waves appear dangerous from

a tackling perspective because all the samples

found and gathered are still visible and reach a

significant audience coverage.

In the following sections, examples from different social media of the selected languages will be

presented in an attempt to define the meaning of linguistic hubs referred to online hate speech.

English
The English analysis was challenging due to its

current use as the common language. English is

indeed the most important linguistic hub for online

hate against Muslim people, gathering not only native

speakers but also unifying individuals from different

areas who translate contents into English to increase

their visibility and find peers and others who share

their values.

The link chart above shows all the accounts, groups,

and pages using the keyword “fucking Muslims”. 
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The consistent amount of results led to limiting the focus on the English and Irish borders. However,

the most aggressive results emerged from the British accounts, especially on X-Twitter. 
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Once again, xenophobic and religious hate present themselves in tweets and comments, alleging the

Islamic invasion of the UK (and other European countries, such as France), the cultural replacement

and, consequently, the need to “send those people back to their countries”. English flags and Islamic

crescent emoticons are visible and recurrent in the most active and aggressive accounts. 
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Indeed, other English channels gathered Muslim haters, such as the Tommy Robinson’s Official

Telegram Chat, where English speakers (thus not only nationals) share news from their countries and

hate messages:

Name1: When people ask that of me especially Muslims / Arabs in the west, or soft cock, limp wristed
allies of islamists who should know better. I have told them proudly 'yes I'm a jew'. I have said as much to
an Iranian in NZ. It was a pleasure and memorable watching the colour drain from his coupon?
Name2: This is what career politicians think and do about Muslim rape gangs. We will investigate
everywhere and everyone to expose all involved and make them known. #TheRapeOfBritain
Name3: Stupid foreign bitch fuck off back to whatever shit you came from defos not British fucking
stupid piggy slag hope she gets fucked up by the inbred nonce Muslims she's protecting
Name4: EXECUTE that muslim CUNT for TREASON.

Moreover, being English one of the linguistic

hubs detected through the online analysis,

those posts gather people from all over

Europe, such as the tweet of the account

from the Netherlands shown on the right:

Among its followers, the Dutch Pegida

(German anti-Islamic political movement),

shares posts like the one below:

We are also joining #XR in 
@account only slightly different text 
Save the future stop Islam!

Anti-Muslim hatred spread on X-Twitter and Telegram chats by English speakers is undeniable, but

English is not the only linguistic hub traced online. 
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French
At this point of the analysis, it shall be clearer the

meaning of linguistic hub within the framework of

online hate: gathering numerous followers and

increasing the spread of hateful contents.

French speaker haters claim the need to safeguard

the European continent from its never-ending

Islamization – and ethnic replacement. Several

groups were found on Facebook with numerous

followers (or likes):

I am not racist nor xenophobic, I am ISLAMOPHOBIC, as many others millions of people in Europe
we do not want this cult among us 

“No to the extinction of the European
population”

Massive replacement = genocide

Indeed, the aim is also to prevent Islamization by

banning Arab teaching in schools. The pages

below have more than 1000 and 2000 followers

and likes. 
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Another common pattern in the French hub,

especially from France (the majority of the

accounts and pages present the French flag),

is the anti-white racism, related to the English

hub white lives matter, spread via X-Twitter

through the hashtag #WLM.

There's no such thing as anti-white racism. It's
just cultural enrichment, come on!

While we're at it, cowardice doesn't exist
either...

Are you aware that if the colours of the
protagonists were reversed, it would

immediately produce a huge emotional
reaction, and that no one would give a damn?

League for the
Defence against
Anti-White Racism,
again and always

Facebook emerged as a relevant platform for Islam and Muslim hater groups or pages, followed by X-

Twitter where the most active profiles share multiple times per day hateful content (often fake news,

videos, memes), reinforcing the dichotomy Us (French, European, Western people) vs Muslim-Arab

people. The content of online hate varies from slurs and insults to stereotypes and “jokes” referring to

the “barbarian nature” of the enemy’s culture. 
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Similarly to the English hub, French-speaker haters

echo the belief that government’ aids are taken from

national citizens to (Muslim) foreigners.

That's France! Others before us ...

It’s an outrage 

"Dirty little whites, pig eaters"... Young
players were the victims of racist insults

and attacks during a football match in the
Petit Bard district of...”

Here is what these fucking Muslims do

The French hub offered a mix of news-driven reinforcing cultural Islamophobic nodes, gathering also

accounts from other countries (mostly Italian), whose contents are shared and given a broader audience

through other hubs (such as the English one), being France – and Belgium – at the centre of social

media news. 

It's the same Islamists every day who are fucking Europe
up, so when are we going to get rid of all these shitty
Islamist Muslims? Well, vote for the European
Commission to get rid of all this Islamist shit!

“13-year-old girl raped by 7 Egyptians in
the baths of the municipal villa”
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Spanish is another relevant linguistic hub, not only

because anti-Muslim hatred posts in this language

cover a broad geographic area, but also because

there are several accounts – especially on X-

Twitter – significantly active which maximize the

spread of online hate speech.

Muslims in Japan, Birmingham,
Paris, Pakistan!!!
Where Islam dominates and thrives,
society regresses and stagnates.

Spanish

We had already delineated the severe hate

climate against Muslim people in the fourth OSINT

Report developed for the STAND-UP project[19],

underlining the featuring Islamophobia as cultural

racism, emerging precisely during the Qatar World

Cup in 2022.

The trend has not changed, the narratives are still

the same - complementary to the overall Western

context - to generalize and depict an entire

religious group in its extremist and stereotyped

version, often associated with the ethnic

component to strengthen the divergence with

what is considered “Western”. 

I was told that this year Eurovision will be held in
Malmö (Sweden). One of the most Islamised
cities in Europe. I am sure they will love our song. 
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The day before yesterday in Catania a 13 year
old girl was raped by 7 Egyptians.
Yesterday in Milan, 1 German tourist was raped
by 1 Moroccan.
Yesterday also in Milan 1 girl was raped by 1
Cameroonian
Today in Verona 1 girl has been raped by 1
Moroccan
Tomorrow? Young Dutch-PeioBrócoll

The Muslims who defend cockroaches are
the biggest fucking shit in the cosmos.

it is a satanic religion, like the communist
religion which, in addition to being satanic, is

killer.
to defend a murderer is to be complicit, you

unfortunate criminal!!

Get the fuck out of our country, you fucking Moors of
shit

Barcelona. A taxi driver catches a "young man"
masturbating in the back of the taxi. It's his habit.

Well, knowing that the fucking Moors are
coming to Ripoll, put them all in a mosque and

set them on fire. 
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The narrative does not change: Europe is in danger because of the Islamic invasion, Muslim criminals

cross the Mediterranean to destroy cities, rape European women, murder, and spread violence. In this

catastrophic scenario, Europeans shall unite to defend their continent from the, again, never-ending

cultural and ethnic replacement. Indeed, the news regarding the protests occurring in Portugal during

the first week of February 2024 to fight the Islamization of the country has been shared and idolised as

the only answer to this phenomenon, and thus the path to follow: 

#Portugal says no to illegal mass Islamic
immigration: Brave Portuguese patriots march
in Lisbon and say Enough of Islam in Europal!
Do you support this powerful anti-Islamic
march?

Southern Border
They have surrendered the southern border. We have

come to defend it.

There are no banned speeches. The stakes are high. 

#Portugal says no to ISLAM and marches against the
Islamisation of their country. !!
Do you support this powerful anti-Islamic march?

They must get them all out of Europe and soon
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X-Twitter Spanish speaker's accounts demonstrate to be risky hubs for the massive spread of

Islamophobic contents, gathering people also in Telegram chats, such as Orgullo Nacional:

Yes..!

Yes!

I wish all of Europe would follow this example of the
Portuguese people....

Wake up, wake up Europe you are still in time to
recover your land, your values and your future

Strength and resistance against Islam.

They should go to those migrant shelters

Spain and Portugal are brothers. Either Islam is
eradicated or both countries will sink into total
misery.

Then they tell you that they don't force them to
cover their hair, they do it voluntarily if they don't
want to be beaten.

National Pride
A Muslim girl is beaten up
for wearing western clothes
and not covering her head
with the Islamic headscarf.
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Those X-Twitter profiles are merely news-driven, however, considering the amount of content shared,

the high audience, and the existence of “private” chats, it can be understood as a structured network of

online haters. 

But then defending fucking shitty Muslim, you
illiterates like you can't afford any more.
“Rapes soar 83.5% in the Canary Islands in just
one year”

There are no forbidden speeches. There is a lot
at stake.
Today begins in Barcelona the Third Meeting
@FronteraSur_es, the line that separates
civilisation from barbarism.

Italian
The Italian Muslim hatred climate is no different

from its European counterparts and yet, it

cannot be considered as a linguistic hub. The

results are not excessively consistent, the most

active accounts do not have a significant

impact (few followers and less than five likes,

for instance, mainly on Facebook).

How curious that those shitty Muslims
didn't also rape her. Those filthy shits can't
do anything else. They must be castrated
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Islamists are beasts, do you know they work for
the devil? That is why they invade our nations

You are fucking the fuck with these Muslim
advertisements, you and all the Muslims on the
earth must die...may god strike them and
incinerate this race of shit forever

Some accounts are more active and may be

considered risky because of the spread of hate

speech. However, the phenomenon remains in

the decontextualised and news-driven sphere.

Certain news goes from one hater account to the

other, depending on the resonance of the content,

reinforcing the common narrative alleging the

Muslim invasion and the need to defend Western

values.

In Portugal they have clear ideas. What about
us?

They will pay, fucking muslims
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The chef wears the veil and the customer refuses to
be served by her
Apart from the hygienic rules of the Muslims, due to
their absurd Koranic rules, I remind you dear keyboard
imbeciles, that if this one wants healthy bones, she
must wear that rag on her head, but then they have
rules like the prohibition to use toilet paper, and who
knows what for women's underwear, under pain of a
beating or death, and I'm talking to you, defenders of
this dick, leftist boldrinians shit, but this story is
strangely similar to the story of that cunt, who wrote that
she had been insulted for having hosted a gay couple
with a disabled person, something that never happened,
and for which she committed suicide out of shame, and
there the blame was given to the, for God's sake, very
bad Lucarelli. which had nothing to do with it, it is clearly
a ploy, to make customers, in any case, if Muslims, like
the parents and relatives of saman or hina, do not
accept the rules and laws of democracies, they can stay
at home, just as I denounced the Israeli murderers, I do
not accept that crimes are committed against girls, such
as female circumcision, by these people

A recurring news-driven feature of the Italian context refers precisely to Muslim women and their wearing

the veil, interpreted as the symbol of submission and cultural backwardness that releases the keyboard

warriors, as it happened in July 2023 for the Bhaja Pool Party[20]. Episodes like the one above

demonstrate the risk of spreading online hate: despite often remaining in the verbal sphere, it increases

the hate climate towards the targets, deeply affecting their mental health and overall threatening social

cohesion, thus, having a double large-scale impact. 

German
Despite the existence of several groups, German

cannot be labelled as a linguistic hub because it

presents characteristics similar to the Italian case:

decontextualised or news-driven phenomenon,

considerable and yet not significantly relevant

amount of contents, limited to its environment where

echo chambers increase the spread of online

Muslim hatred. 
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German analysis also allowed to find risky accounts, and X-Twitter is once again the platform where

those accounts spread hateful contents. Some of them have several followers and are more visible,

while others remain in their circles of peers. 

Who's going to buy this shit? Most of the anti-
Semitism comes from Muslims and not from
the right. Never again CDU. No more my party.

Account1: Muslim woman asks for a nationwide ban
on firecrackers.

Herbert: "That's our culture. If you don't like it, then
you can go fuck yourself."

Muslims fire firecrackers
Herbert: "They're badly behaved Muslim plagues."

What can a Muslim actually do right?
Reply2:It's not about Muslims using firecrackers, it's
about the shit they do with them. So you're blaming

the misuse of firecrackers on the firecrackers instead
of the people who misuse them? Typical of you

Muslims. Making shit and then blaming it on others.

Scumbags...I hate these fucking
Islamic parasites

Where is the military, where are the water
cannons, away with the muslim shit
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We must have been insane when we
accepted this swap deal...

WHAT EUROPE

OFFERS

-Free health care

-Free dental care

-Free housing

- Free financial

care

-Free speech

-Free education

-Freedom of

religion

Freedom to

practise Islam

-Freedom to build

mosques

-Free choice of

partner

- Chance to

become a citizen

WHAT MUSLIM MIGRANTS OFFER

- Paedophilia

- Religious violence

- Acid attacks

- Child marriage

- Honour killing

-Islamic terror

- Knife pandemic

- Sexual harassment

- Gang violence

-Group rape

-Alienation

- Ghettoisation

- Formation of

counter-societies

-hostility towards natives

- misogyny

-Patriarchy

- Islamisation

-Stone Age Sharia

INDONESIA
Islam has convinced these women that
they should dress like rubbish bags.
What an absurd and perfidious religion.

In the German context certain trends recur,

such as the White Lives Matter and common

images shared online echo a precise belief and

stereotype of Islam and Muslims. X-Twitter is

once again the platform where online hate is

spread unlimitedly.

While Facebook, similarly to the French

channels, provides many examples of groups

or pages of nationalists escalating into hate

speech manifestations. 
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The page above may be considered very risky, considering the number of likes and followers, yet, the

pure xenophobic component is stronger than the Anti-Muslim hatred one, and mostly thoughts or news-

driven hate (rather than a structured network), that is considered dangerous in the broad framework of

spreading online hate speech. Indeed, it is pivotal to be aware of the effects that online hate speech

creates on the targets, as already mentioned in the Background section.

From southern to northern areas, Europe's online world still presents itself strongly against Islam and

Muslims, creating a hostile environment which affects the offline reality, and thus needs to be

acknowledged and further analysed to strategically plan actions to prevent and tackle the hate

phenomena in a broader perspective.

Scandinavian insights
This section contains the outcomes that emerged from the English research of specific targets: an

English text in a telegram group shown in the Analysis section, allowed to find a “Scandinavian network”

of white supremacists – as already mentioned.

No more Asylum Centres in Germany
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As anticipated, those chats and blogs

gather individuals from the Scandinavian

area, sharing contents translated into other

Nordic languages and English.

The link chart below shows the results

found through the Swedish keyword,

granting it the linguistic hub label.  

Several accounts on X-Twitter claim to

hate Islam and Muslims, sharing hateful

contents. 

Hates Islam. Hates mass immigration.
Hates social democracy.

You know that Sweden has fallen apart...
When you feel like a stranger in your homeland...

o what should you do? turn a blind eye to Islamisation? bend over
so they get free access? Be on the side of terrorism? without
being ashamed of a damn thing? for me, you are disgusting to be
on the side that created terror in the last 20 years everywhere
Muslims are.
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- Better Muslims leave the country if they can't
take our freedom of speech. 
If they complain, we burn 100 more Korans. If
they complain again, we burn every damn Koran
we can find. 
Because freedom of speech is worth fighting for.
- Correct. 
Anything else is bowing to the shitty laws of
Islam.
- For my part, I don't want a single Muslim in
Sweden - or the world at large, for that matter. I
am probably in a way even more opposed to
Islam than you are, but then use smarter ways to
fight Islam than burning the Koran, which also
cost 2 innocent football fans their lives. I am also
in favour of repatriation. But I still believe that
there are smarter ways to counteract Islam than
burning Korans. has Koran burning made
Sweden less Muslim? The answer is no.

How fucking daft you are. Muslims are conservative
and ultra-religious. Then you are considered

unpleasant in our part of the world. That's just the
way it is. Conservative Americans are also looked

down upon...

Following those risky accounts, hateful contents in Finnish emerged:

Not in any way the same thing. These are not
refugees, but criminals, entering the country illegally
without a valid reason. They are parasites on the
standard of living. Jews lived in Europe, guess where
Africans and Muslims come from? Not Europe you
fucking idiot. Back there and now. 

For a surprisingly long time, Muslims managed to
hold back... But then the anger grew too big...

Fucking nutters
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The media should ask why the Right keeps
increasing its popularity, the answer is because
the people are fucking fed up with the Leftist
bullshit where they take all the criminals and
rapists into the country to live off... Muslims don't
know how to live among Westerners.

Danish and Norwegian speakers are also part of this phenomenon: 

- I know it. My country is also ravaged by the
violence, rapes and killings of foreigners.
Fucking Muslims!
- You need to stop lying.
- I was raised to never lie, no matter what.
- What country is that, Name Certainly not
Denmark.

Racism is love for ancestors and
descendants

Hate? It's in the best interests of Danish
schoolchildren that these criminal low-IQ Muslims
are kicked out of Denmark!
How cruel you are to children! How to deprive
them of the safe upbringing you yourself have
had!
Fucking egoist!

Wipe out the fucking Middle East, there's always
war there. FUCKING PISSED OFF PEOPLE
MUSLIMS, JEWS AND CHRISTIANITY. IS SO
FED UP WITH RELIGION 
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Although the number of contents shared in other languages may not be as relevant as the Swedish hub

is, it is important to acknowledge the issue also in the Nordic area, which is therefore inscribed and in

line with the southern European challenging environment. 

CONCLUSIONS
All the contents shown in this report are visible online[21], especially on X-Twitter. While it has been said

that the research and gathering of data derive from an OSINT effort, it shall be clear that all the posts

and contents are accessible and readable by anyone who has a social media account. It means that

online hate speech is widespread unlimitedly, visible by haters and their peers, but also hate targets.

Being exposed to online hate deeply affects hate victims or survivors, creating a hostile environment,

and damaging social cohesion. 

The accounts, pages, and groups from Southern and Northern European areas depict a well-known

Muslim hatred climate which seems significantly challenging to dismantle due to the consolidated

narratives spread in the last decades, permeated with stereotypes and clichés that enforce themselves

and increase the occurrence of violence and hate crime against Muslim people all over Europe[22] also

in the offline reality. 
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